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Let X and Y be metric spaces. We say that a continuous mapping 7: A’+ Y is 
asymptotically-Ii-contractive if lim n.m.n 3-m d( Ts,, T-Y,,,) <k lim n.m:n +m d(.u,. x-,I for 
every sequence {-x. ) such that both limits exist. It is proved that every k-set- 
contractive mapping T: X+ Y is asymptotically k-contract&e and that every 
asymptotically k-contractive mapping T: C + C has a fixed point when C is a 
bounded closed convex set of a Banach space. ( 1992 Academc Press. Inc 
Let X be a metric space and a the collection of bounded subsets of X. 
A measure of noncompactness on X is a map 11: d + [0, + cc ) with the 
properties that (i) p(B) = 0 if and only if Cl(B) is compact and (ii) 
p(B) G p( C) if L3 c C (see, for example, [MI). Associated with the notion 
of measure of noncompactness are the concepts of k-p-contractive 
mappings and p-condensing mappings, defined as follows: If k 30 is a 
given real number, T a continuous mapping from X into another metric 
space Y, then T is said to be k-p-contractive if, for any bounded subset 
B of X, ,u( T(B)) < kp(B). A continuous mapping T: X-+ Y is said to be 
/L-condensing if p( 7’(B)) < p(B) for any bounded subset B of X such that 
p(B) > 0. The most usual measures of noncompactness are the set-measure 
x defined by Kuratowski [K] and the ball-meaure /I. (See, for instance. 
[D] for definitions). We use in this case k-set-contraction (resp.: k-ball- 
contraction) instead k-c+contraction (resp.: k-/I-contraction). Another 
measure of noncompactness is defined in [W] by 6(A) = sup’, r > 0: there 
exists an r-separated sequence in A 1, where a sequence IX,, ) is r-separated 
if d(.u ,,, x,,) > r for every n, m E N; n # m. These three measures of noncom- 
pactness are different. Indeed in [D, Example 9.61 the difference between CY 
and fi is shown. On the other hand, if U is the unit ball of lP. it is well 
known (see, for instance, [Ll, p. 931) that c(( U) = fi( I/) = 2, but the 
maximal separation for a sequence in U is 2”c’ (see [W, p. 917 ). 
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In Section 1 we recall some results which will be used in the following. 
In Section 2 we define the concept of aswnptoticallyk-contractioe mapping 
(akc-mapping) and we prove that it is equivalent to the notion of 
k-b-contraction. Thus Darbo’s or Sadovskii’s fixed point theorem can be 
applied to prove a fixed point theorem for these mappings. In Section 3 we 
study some relationships between akc-mappings, k-set-contractions and 
k-ball-contractions. We prove that every k-set-contraction is an akc- 
mapping and we show an example of an akc-mapping that is neither k-set- 
contraction nor k-ball-contraction. In special Banach spaces we prove that 
the notions of k-ball-contraction and akc-mapping are equivalent. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We shall use the following definitions and lemmas of [DBl 1: 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let A be an infinite bounded subset of a metric space 
X. We say that A is z-minimal (resp.: /l-minimal) if CI( B) - U(A) 
(resp.: b(B) = P(A)) for every infinite subset B of A. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be an infinite bounded subset of a metric space X. 
Then there exists a subset B of A such that B is cl-minimal and b-minimal. 
[f X is separable, B can be chosen such that B(B) = b(A). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be an r-minimal subset qf a metric space X. Then, for 
euerjy positive number E, there exists an infinite subset B of A such that 
for every .Y E B, .Y E B, s # y. 
Applying the above lemmas we obtain the following: 
LEMMA 1.3. Let {x,,} be a bounded sequence in a metric space X. Then 
there is a subsequence { y, } of {x,, } such that lim,r~m~,~ + m d( y,, , y,) exists. 
Prooj: By Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 there is a nonnegative number r 
such that for every E >O there exists a subsequence {z,~} of (~~1 such 
that r-E<d(z,,,z, , )<r+E for every n,mEN, n#m. Taking &=1/n 
(n = 1, 2, 3, . ..) and by a diagonal argument we can obtain a subsequence 
IF,,} of {xnj such that r - l/n <d(yn, y,) < r + l/n for every n, m&N, 
n < m. 
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2. FIXED POINTS OF ASYMPTOTICALLY K-CONTRACTWE MAPPINGS 
DEFINITION 2.1. A continuous mapping T from a metric space X into 
another metric space Y is said to be akc if lim ,,.,,,:,, +nt d( T.u,,, T.u,,,) 6 
k limn.,,r;n + ,,, d(s,,, x,,,) for every sequence {x,~ j, such that both limits exist. 
In order to prove a fixed point theorem for akc-mappings we prove that 
these mappings are k-&contractions. 
THEOREM 2.1. .4 mappitlg T: X + Y is un akc-mapping [fund onl), lf T 
is k-&contractire. 
Proqf: Assume that T is akc. For every bounded subset A of X and 
every positive number E there exists a sequence {s,, 1 in A such that 
d( Ts,,, Tx,,) 2 6( T(A)) - E. By Lemma 1.3 we can assume without loss of 
generality that lim,r.m;,, +,,, d(x,,, x,,,) and lim, ,,,, :,, f,rr d( T-y,,, Ts,,,) exist. Since 
lim N. m: II f rrr 4 Ty,z, T.u,,,) d k lim,,,,,:, +,,, 4.~. -x-,,,) and lim,,,,nc,,.,,, 4-y,,, -u,,,) 
< 6(A) we have 6( T(A)) -E d kc?(A). Thus T is k-&contractive. 
Conversely if {x,,]. IS a sequence in X such that lim ,,.,,,:, I +,,, d(.\-,,, s,,,) 
and lim,,.p,,t,l + ,,, d( T-u,,, T.y,,,) exist we have that 6((s,,:n~NJ)= 
lim ,! .,,, ;,) + ,,I 4.x,, . s,, 1 and 6( { T-K, : n E N) ) = lim,,.,,,:,, + ,,l 4 T.K,,, T-K,, 1. Since 
(5( ( Tx,, : n E N) ) d kb( (x,, : n E N ),) we have that T is akc. 
The following lemma is proved in [A]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let X be CI Banach space. The fbllowing properties are 
satisfied for an)’ bounded subset .4 qf X: (1) 6( A u B) = S(A) lf B is finite, 
(2) &co A) = b(A). 
By using the above lemma and [M, Theorem 6.11 we can obtain a fixed 
point theorem: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a Banach space, C a bounded closed convex sub- 
set qf X and T: C + C an akc-mapping. Then T has a .fi.xed point in C. 
3. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN AKC-MAPPINGS, 
K-SET-CONTRACTIONS AND K-BALL-CONTRACTIONS 
Although the only general relationship between the set-measure and 6 is 
6(A) 6 a(A) 6 26(A) the notion of akc-mapping is wider than the concept 
of k-set-contraction. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X, Y be metric spaces and T: X+ Y n k-set-contrac- 
tion, Then T is un cckc-mapping. 
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Proof: Let {,v ,,> be a sequence in X such that limn,m.n+m d(x,, .v,,!) 
and Wz.,,,;,, + WI d(T.u,,, T-v,,,) exist. Let A = {.Y,~:~EN). Since cc(A)= 
lim,l.mtn+m 4-u,, s,,,), 4T(A))=lim ,,., t,:,, +,,,~T-Y,,, TX,,,) and dT(A))d 
&(A) we have that T is an akc-mapping. 
We shall prove in the following theorem that in special Banach spaces. 
akc-mappings are the same as k-ball-contractions. The class of the metric 
spaces which have the /?-property is defined in [DBZ]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a metric space. We say that X has the 
/?-property with constant h if for every infinite subset A of X satisfying 
( 1) a, d d(x, J) G a(7 for every .Y E A, .I’ E B, .Y # y, one has 
(2) hx, dB(A)<hcr,. 
This class contains separable Hilbert spaces and I,,-spaces. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let X be a separable metric space which has the 
/?-property with constant h. Then /?(A) = h&A) for etlerlv bounded subset A 
of X. Thus if D is a subset of X, a mapping T: D + X is k-ball-contractice 
if and onI> if T is an akc-mapping. 
Proof Let A be a bounded subset of X. By Lemma 1.1 there exists an 
a-minimal and b-minimal subset B of A such that B(B)=/?(A). By 
Lemma 1.2, a(B) 2 cc(B). Since hcr( B) = b(B) (see [DB2, Lemma 2.31) we 
have h6(A) > /I( A). On the other hand, if (-Y,,), is an r-separated sequence 
in A we can construct an cc-minimal subsequence ( yn) of {.y,, i. Then 
hr < Izcc( { II,,: n E N) ) = /?( { J’~: n E N)) < b(A) which implies h&A) 6 p(,4). 
Hence, h6 = p and akc-mapping is equivalent to k-ball-contraction. 
Remark. Corresponding to p-condensing mapping we can define 
asymptotically strictely nonexpansive mappings (asn-mappings) as follows: 
A continuous mapping T from a metric space X into another metric space 
Y is an asn-mapping if lim, ,,,, ;,, +,,! d( TX,,, TX,) < limn,m:n + m d(x,, x,) for 
every sequence such that both limits exist and are different from zero. The 
proof of Theorem 3.1 equally well applies to this case and we have that 
every set-condensing mapping is an asn-mapping. Since in Banach spaces 
with the /?-property b and 6 are homothetic and every set-condensing 
mapping is a ball-condensing mapping (see [DBZ, Theorem 2.51, in this 
class of spaces every set-condensing mapping is a S-condensing mapping. 
However, there are asn-mappings which are not d-condensing. It is an open 
question for us if every asn-mapping T from a closed convex subset C of 
a Banach space X into C has a fixed point. 
EXAMPLE. Let X be the space I, x lz x I, x . . formed by all sequences 
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{,Y,,) such that sup,, 11.~~~11 < + ,x8 with the norm I/ ix,,) II = supn I(.Y,~II. Let 
i P,, 1 be the canonical basis of I, and consider the subset of X: 
.4 = :uz,,,+ ,.,r: (nz, rz)~ N x Ni. with uln, _ ,.,l = {ak}. where ak =0 if 
k#2m-1,2m, a,,,,P,=((2m-1)/2m)e,,anda,,,=e,,,,+,. 
B= {v?,,p ,,,,: (m, n) E N x Nj with c2,,,- ,,,, = (a,),, where ak = 0 if 
k # 2m - 1, 2m and aIn, , = e,, and a,,,, = (( 1 + ,.5);2) e?,,, ~ , . 
Define T: A c X+ X by T(uZnl ~ ,,,,) = c~,,, _ ,,,r. We claim that T is not 
b-condensing, but it is asn-mapping. 
Indeed, note that II uuP ,.,, - II,,- I ,,,, II = ((2j - 1 )/2j) V/5 and 
IIz~~/,~ ,,,,, -u+ ,,,, /I =l if k#j. Hence, 6(A)=d.‘2. On the other hand, 
ll~‘~,~~.,,-~~~j~,.,,,ll~~~~~nd lI~!~,-L.,~r-t.2p~I,,,lI =((l+J3)/2) if k#j. 
Hence, we have 6(B) = J2. Since T( A ) = B, we have T is not h-condensing. 
It is clear that T is asn-condensing. Indeed, let ix,,} be a sequence in A 
such that there are exists lim,l.,n:,,f,,r d(.\-,,, Y,,,). Then either this limit is V/5 
or it is (( 1 + V:5)/2). In the first case lim ,,,, ,;nZ,,I d( Tx,,, T-Y,,,) = 
( (2 j - I )/2j) Vj5 for some j E N. In the second case lim,,,,,,:,, + m d( Ts,, , T-Y,,, ) 
= 1. Hence, lim ,,.,,, :,,f,,r 4 T-y,,, T-Y,,,) < lim,,.,,;.,,, 4-y,,, -\.,,,I. 
The following lemma will be applied to find an akc-mapping that is 
neither k-set-contraction nor k-ball-contraction: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let X, and X, he metric spaces. Consider the metric space 
X, x X, with the metric d((s,, x,); ( ,I’, , j.?))=max{d,(.u,; y,);d,(.u,; y?)). 
(I) Denote by xi the projection qf‘X, x Xz onto X, (i= 1, 2). Then 
6(A)=max{6(7tI(A));6(7r,(A)))- 
.for every subset A qf X, x X,. 
(II) Let T: X, +X, and S: X2+ X1 be k-&contractions. Then the 
mapping F: X, xX,+X, xX, defined by F(x, y) = (Tx, Sy) is a k-6- 
contraction. 
Proof: It is clear that 6(A) >max(G(n,(A)); 6(x1(A))). Conversely, for 
every r < 6(A) there exists an r-separated sequence {.Y,,. y,,) in A. By 
Ramsey’s theorem (see, for example, [B, p. 3921) there is a subsequence, 
denoted again {,Y ,*, y,}, such that either {-Y,,) is r-separated or ( y,,j is 
r-separated. Hence, r 6 max{G(z,(A)); &z,(A))) and (I) is proved. Part 
(II) is a straightforward consequence of (I). 
Remark. Let X, be the space C[O, l] with the supremum norm and T 
the i-set-contraction defined in [D, Example 9.61. Let X1 be I, and 2s the 
l-ball-contraction defined in [DBZ, Remark 3.101. By Theorems 3.1 and 
3.2, T and S are $5contractive. Thus the mapping F defined in Lemma 3.1 
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is $-d-contractive, but it is clear that F is neither f-set-contractive nor 
i-ball-contractive, because the restrictions of F to X, x (0) and to {O) x X, 
are not. 
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